CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
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Efficiently automate

PRODUCT MOVEMENT

With operations facing more SKU and packaging variety and ever-increasing throughput
requirements, conveyor systems must be flexible and provide long-lasting, reliable
performance to fuel critical supply chain functions.
From greenfield projects to retrofits, MHS designs, manufactures and integrates roller- and
belt-driven conveyor and singulation solutions to match your exact requirements and keep
downstream automated processes moving efficiently.

EXTENDABLE
LOADER/UNLOADER
Load and unload items at the dock
more efficiently and ergonomically with
an extendable conveyor positioned at a
comfortable height to minimize twisting,
straining and wasted steps.

MOTORIZED ROLLER
CONVEYOR
Convey items up to 75 pounds with
reduced cost, space requirements,
energy consumption and noise. The
modular design uses a motorized roller
to power each segment, enabling easier
customization.
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BELT DRIVEN LIVE
ROLLER CONVEYOR
Transport or regulate the flow of packages
with zero-pressure contact accumulation,
allowing product to gently coast to a stop,
touching the product ahead without
back-pressure.

BELT CONVEYOR
Enable seamless product flow with
pulleys designed to smoothly transition
small products and self-aligning belt
take-up for fast initial belt tensioning that
takes just seconds.

LINESHAFT CONVEYOR
Convey fragile goods without damage in
this non-contact accumulation conveyor
system, featuring zero-pressure zones to
avoid contact between delicate products.

INDUCTION CONVEYOR
Precisely separate packages and increase
or decrease gaps between goods for
more effective scanning, labeling and
other processing to achieve low-cost,
high-throughput induction.
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ABOUT MHS
Founded in 1999, MHS Global is a full-service provider of innovative material handling systems that
solve the challenges of distribution and fulfillment operations. We take a comprehensive, customercentric approach that includes custom engineering, design, manufacturing and turnkey integration
services. Our quality solutions leverage a broad range of controls and automated equipment, including
but not limited to sorters, conveyors, extendable loading and unloading systems. We provide complete,
responsive support to maintain systems for peak performance, with predictive analytics and local
technicians to maximize long-term value and return on investment.
MHS has a global installed base of over $6.5 billion for small to large projects in a variety of industries,
including e-commerce, distribution and fulfillment, parcel, third party logistics and outside integrators.
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